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Abstract

In a distributed wireless sensor system, a need to prolong the lifetime of the network is 
crucial and limited by battery capacity. As communication traffic among sensor nodes is 
triggered by sensing events, the network can exploit these time-varying scenarios to obtain 
power savings by adjusting its operating conditions accordingly. A coherent design of 
application-specific network protocol stacks is the key. Specifically, embedding power-
aware features in the link layer and media access control (MAC) layer promises to extend 
the lifetime of the sensor network.

The power-aware design will be illustrated on µAMPS sensor node prototypes. With the 
integrated design framework, lower layers of the network stack provides configurable 
power-aware features to be controlled by higher network layers that maintain broader-
view knowledge of the environment. 

TDMA has been chosen as a MAC Layer protocol for its inherited power-aware mecha-
nism of radio shutdowns outside its TDMA slot and in absence of sensing events. Another 
level of power-aware features can be deployed in MAC ID and TDMA slot assignments. 
In a field of scattered sensor nodes, not all the nodes are in radio range of one another or of 
the base station. Hence, assigning N TDMA slots for the network of N sensor nodes that 
are not all in radio range will waste the receiver energy and link bandwidth. An algorithm 
for a re-use of MAC ID and MAC time slot is proposed based on the number of neighbor-
ing nodes. Hence, varying the number of neighboring nodes by varying the transmit power 
can optimize the system lifetime and bandwidth.

An implementation of the Link and MAC infrastructure is completed. Power scalability is 
illustrated on µAMPS node prototypes, with TDMA Media Access and a vehicle tracking 
application demonstration.

Thesis Supervisor: Anantha Chandrakasan
Title: Associate Professor, EECS
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Wireless Microsensor Networks
Wireless communication enables unprecedented network topologies whose deployment

might have previously been restricted by wired infrastructure. One of the challenges wire-

less network designers face is the highly flexible, time varying nature of the network, thus

there is increasing demand for more adaptive network protocol stacks. In developing pro-

tocol stacks for wireless networks, designers must focus not only on dynamic parameters,

which may change in real-time and require instantaneous attention, but also focus on any

unique characteristics of that particular class of wireless network. Parameters such as net-

work lifetime, acceptable latency, node mobility, required signal bandwidth, etc. cannot

be overlooked. This thesis presents the design of a protocol stack for wireless microsensor

networks, a specific category of wireless networks. 

Wireless microsensor networks [12][16] promise to be an efficient and low-cost alter-

native to traditional macrosensor systems. Enabled by advancing technologies in low-

power sensors, analog and digital design, and RF radios, a network of small tens to hun-

dreds of microsensors can be placed in a terrain to obtain a view of the environment. A

microsensor network, unlike its predecessor macrosensor network, does not rely on few

highly sensitive sensors to gather the data on environment dynamics. Instead, deploying

hundreds of inexpensive and fault tolerant microsensor nodes can offer a high resolution,

multi-dimensional view, without sacrificing economic cost or fault tolerance. System

robustness is achieved partly from the number of nodes in a network; if one or more

microsensor nodes cease to function, hundreds of others can still sense and relay the infor-

mation to the base station.
131313



A prime example of microsensor applications is remote sensing. In a field of

microsensors equipped with acoustic sensors, each node is capable of monitoring changes

in its proximity. Information from multiple sensors can bring about multidimensional

knowledge of an acoustic source. For example, with a Line of Bearing estimation method,

a network can triangulate the position of an acoustic source [7]. Together with other signal

processing algorithms, a network may also yield information on number of sources,

source velocity, or classification of sources. 

1.2 Basic Layered Network
A standard OSI seven-layer network [15], as shown in Figure 1.1, represents network

design abstractions. In real-world systems, not all the layers exist, and some networks may

not demonstrate concrete separations between layers. As parameters differ from one class

of network to the other, application-specific cross-layer protocol stacks may prove more

efficient in terms of power, bandwidth, and delay optimization rather than traditional

stacks [1]. 

Figure 1.1: Seven-Layer OSI Network Layer
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The scope of this thesis includes the design, implementation and performance analysis

of the link layer and media access control layer for the example of a wireless sensor appli-

cation. The following sections present basic concepts of each network layer relevant to my

thesis work. 

1.2.1 Data Link Control Layer

The data link control (DLC) layer is responsible for facilitating higher-level protocols

to communicate over a physical channel. Specifically, a standard DLC should provide:

• Encoding/formatting mechanisms for the data received from higher layers before 

transmitting it through a physical channel;

• framing the data into a suitable size, with proper header, and sometimes a trailer, 

• variable error detection, which may also include error correction mechanisms; and

• Media Access Control (MAC).

1.2.2 MAC Layer

The MAC is considered a lower sublayer of the conventional DLC. The responsibility

of the MAC is to allocate the multi-access channel to all the nodes that share the same

bandwidth so that communications between any nodes succeed without collisions. In

choosing an appropriate MAC scheme for any network, specific characteristics of a net-

work must be factored in. For example, although sensor nodes are deployed in a scattered

fashion, the average density is predetermined. Therefor, the number of nodes sharing the

same channel, which can be inferred from the average density of the network, certainly

effects the MAC design. Also important is the fact that nodes are energy constrained. This

suggests a MAC protocol that allows nodes to shutdown the radio receiver when not

needed. 

1.2.3 Network Layer
151515



The network is concerned with routing data packets to their destinations. A wireless

microsensor network is an example of an ad-hoc network. In one possible network proto-

col, nodes communicate over a wireless channel in a multihop fashion [12][13][16]. Other

alternative routing protocols for wireless sensor networks may include direct transmission

and cluster-head techniques [1]. 

1.3 µAMPS Node Introduction and Architectural Overview
The µAMPS (Micro-Adaptive Multi-domain Power-aware Sensors) project focuses on

developing an application-specific microsensor system that embeds power-aware features

in each subsystem. The current revision of the µAMPS node (µAMPS-1) uses commercial

off-the-shelf (COTS) components. The µAMPS-1 node’s hardware architecture incorpo-

rates four subsystems: sensing, processing, radio and baseband, and power supply sub-

systems as in Figure 1.2. 

Figure 1.2: µAMPS-1 architectural subsystem

Aside from exploring various design alternatives for generic wireless microsensor net-

works, this thesis illustrates the subsystems that are related to the design of protocol

stacks: the processing and the radio modules. The processor unit consists of an Intel Stron-

gARM-1110 (SA1110) microprocessor, selected for its variable clock speeds and low

power consumption. Incorporated also on the subsystem are RAM and ROM. RedHat

eCos is selected as an operating system with its low-power and fully configurable features.
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The radio and baseband subsystem consists of a National LMX3162 radio transceiver,

operating in ISM band at 2.45 GHz [11]. The radio is half duplex, sharing one phase lock

loop circuit, and offering a 1MHz bit rate. A Xilinx VirtexE XCV300E-FG256 FPGA is

inserted onto the µAMPS-1 node to perform baseband operations, to manage the link

interface between the radio and processing subsystems, and also to handle MAC-level

implementations. Chapter 2 and 3 will present more details on the processing and the radio

subsystems.

Figure 1.3 displays the current state-of-the-art of µAMPS-1 node. Each node consists

of three stackable boards, including a radio and baseband board, a processor board, and a

sensor and battery board. The base station board can replace the battery and sensor board

so that the data can be transported onto a display or data storage, such as that of PDA or

PC.

Figure 1.3: The current version of the stackable µAMPS node (Courtesy Fred S. Lee)

1.4 Related Work
Recent research in protocol stacks for power-aware microsensor networks has focused on

the Link Layer, MAC protocols, and sensor network applications.
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At the link layer, there are many protocols designed to optimize for various parameters

such as output transmit power, energy efficiency, and error correction schemes

[21][22][23]. A study and comparison in the cellular radio network [23] and wireless over

ATM [22] on adaptive frame length and forward-error correction is done to optimize the

power consumption for a given bit error rate. Similar ideas on adjusting power have also

been explored in an the design of the 802.11b wireless LAN protocol [21].

Among different MAC protocols proposed for wireless networks [6] [4], Time

Domain Multiple Access (TDMA) is the most widely deployed in sensor systems. The

main challenge of incorporating TDMA onto sensor nodes lies in TDMA synchronization.

In distributed ad-hoc networks, synchronization without a bus master [18] allows a flat

hierarchy and makes the system more robust as it needs not rely on a specific master node.

Claesson, Lonn, and Suri [9] proposed another novel bus-based approach that utilizes

information about each node’s unique message lengths to achieve low-cost synchroniza-

tion. A hybrid method of TDMA and FDMA for ad-hoc networks [5][10][19] enables the

system to operate without any global frame synchronization. An algorithm for MAC ID

assignments for TDMA network is explored in [8].

Wireless sensor network applications range from security to biomedical applications.

Environment monitoring can be used in security-related and surveillance applications [7].

The fact that microsensor nodes can be easily deployed makes a microsensor network

ideal in remote terrains such as jungles or desserts, where direct frequent access by

humans is limited.

Aside from the µAMPS project at MIT [20], other architectures and protocols for

wireless microsensors have been developed. The Smart Dust [17] platform offers a small,

low-power sensor node. WINS [16] and PicoRadio [13] present hardware architectures for

sensor nodes quite similar to µAMPS.
18



1.5 Contribution and Outline of the Thesis
A major contribution of this thesis is on the integration of power-aware concepts across

different network layers into a coherent, application-specific design. At the link layer,

effort has been put into extending the capability of the link layer design from the previous

version to include more power-aware functions. Highlights of the new design include

increasing scalability and fault tolerance of the link and creating a configurable Link Man-

ager Interface. The ease of adjusting transmit power levels, packet size, and encoding

options from the higher level of the stacks are examples of innovations in this integrated

design framework. At the MAC layer, a MAC algorithm that optimizes the number of

TDMA slots in a TDMA frame based on the number of neighboring nodes within a radio

range is explored. The algorithm leverages the configurability of the power amplifier and

the knowledge of node density to achieve a desired number of nodes within a radio range.

The algorithm proposes a slot re-use technique by mapping the slot to the MAC ID. Envi-

sioned to support an application-specific network layer, the µAMPS MAC implementa-

tion, however, also is designed such that it can accommodate most routing algorithm’s

common features such as multicast communication. A vehicle tracking application is also

demonstrated as a part of the work.

The rest of the thesis will be presented as follows: Chapter 2 explains the design and

implementation of the link layer extended from the µAMPS-0. The chapter also presents

various features of the Link Manager Interface that are implemented to support power-

aware features of higher layers. Chapter 3 starts with a review of several MAC options.

The chapter then leads to a MAC algorithm, featuring MAC ID re-use and TDMA slot

mapping. The last part of the chapter offers details on a µAMPS MAC implementation.

Chapter 4 analyzes the performances of the µAMPS network and discusses a specific

application on vehicle tracking. 
191919
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Chapter 2

Data Link Control Layer

The design of the Data Link Control (DLC) layer in µAMPS-1 is an extended revision of

the DLC designed for the µAMPS-0 by Eugene Shih [2]. This chapter presents the design

and architecture of different subunits of the DLC and its interface with the processing and

the radio units. This chapter also presents power-aware design features, both as intrinsic

characteristics of the link and as a setup control interface for higher layers to access the

power-aware features of the radio.

2.1 Link Interface Design
The µAMPS-1 features a new Link Manager Interface (LMI) between the SA1110 and the

radio subsystem. The interface provides the processor with convenient access for config-

uring and reconfiguring the radio via the processor. The LMI is implemented on a Xilinx

FPGA. The software driver and Application Programming Interface (API) written for the

SA1110 in C is provided for the users. More details regarding the API will be discussed in

Section 3.3.3.

At one end of the LMI (denoted hereafter as the link-to-driver interface), the Xilinx is

connected to the SA1110 via a 4-bit address bus, a 16-bit data bus, a chip select control

signal, an output enable control signal, and a write enable control signal. The SA1110 and

the Xilinx are connected to each other via a memory map technique; the microprocessor

communicates to the Xilinx the same way it does to other memory peripherals. Hence, the

Xilinx LMI is programmed to look like a bank of 16 addressable registers at the link-to-

driver interface, each of which is 16 bits wide. The microprocessor may have write access,
212121



read access, or both, to these 16 interface registers. To ensure signal integrity, the LMI

synchronizes all its I/O signals on this interface to a 10 MHz on-board oscillator. 

One important signal at the link-to-driver interface is the interrupt request pin (IRQ).

Connected to the external interrupt pin of the microprocessor, the IRQ is asserted when

there is a received packet waiting at the link layer. Together with the interrupt request

interface register, this IRQ allows the processor to pull a packet out of the DLC’s receive

FIFO once the packet arrives without having to poll for it. The detail of the data-passing

mechanism from the link layer to a higher layer will be discussed in Section 2.3.

The other end of the LMI offers a link to the radio, or link-to-physical interface. As

mentioned in Section 1.3, the LMX3162 is a single radio chip with its transmit and receive

paths sharing one Phase Lock Loop (PLL) circuit. The link layer is responsible for ensur-

ing that the PLL and the power controls of the TX path, RX path, and different levels of

power amplifier (PA) are set correctly when the radio switches between transmit, receive

and idle modes. However, the task of managing when each node should receive, transmit,

or stay idle with respect to other nodes in the network will be left for the MAC sublayer

(Chapter 3). In other words, the link layer sets up and oversees the mechanisms at the link-

to-physical interface, with the commands from the MAC sublayer selecting the process

and when to execute it based on the MAC layer’s knowledge of other nodes, which also

share the same channel.

At the link-to-physical interface, ProgramRadio_data, ProgramRadio_clk,

and ProgramRadio_load signals from the Xilinx are connected to the LMX3162 via

the MICROWIRETM interface. The MICROWIRETM is a serial interface that allows the

baseband to configure the settings of the frequency synthesizer and power-down modes

via the three registers within the LMX3162. Register N and R determine the tuning volt-
22



age of the PLL within the frequency synthesizer. Figure 2.1 displays the schematic of the

LMX3162 frequency synthesizer [11].

Figure 2.1: The Voltage Control Oscillator and PLL circuits of the LMX3162
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circuit compares the output of the two dividers, and the phase dif-
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The F register is used for miscellaneous configurations such as setting the transmit or

receive power mode, and tuning bias and gain of the demodulator circuit. The details on

how these F, N, and R registers are programmed will be presented in Section 2.4.

2.2 Transmit Unit
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two status registers, a Finite State Machine (FSM) controller, and a parallel to serial shift

register. The FIFO, the two status registers, and the FIFO occupancy (with its empty and

full flags) are mapped to four different interface registers of the Xilinx LMI, as seen by the

microprocessor. Figure 2.2 presents the architecture of the link transmit unit.

A buffer is a crucial component in the link layer design of all network types, as it helps

absorb the congestion over the communication channels. Most of the time, a network’s

bottleneck is in the bandwidth or data rate of the channel, since the maximum bit rate over
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the channel is generally fixed at a much lower rate than the processing ability. As for the

µAMPS node, the SA1110 processing power is determined by a clock running at variable

frequencies between 50 and 206 MHz. However, read or write interface with the Xilinx

occurs at a slower speed, requiring 0.4-1.0 µsec per access. A processor can be expected to

write 16 bits of data onto the link within one write cycle, resulting in approximately 0.045

to 0.065 µsec per bit. Even with this slow peripheral interface access, a transceiver with 1

Mbs bit-rate (1 µsec/bit) still exhibits the slowest data transfer rate in the transmit path,

verifying the need for a buffer. 

Figure 2.2: Transmit (hardware) unit of the link layer

Different parameters affect the decision on the size of the FIFO. Implemented using a

Xilinx CORE generator, the FIFO size cannot be left as a variable and hence must be pre-
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issue of FIFO implementation concerns the mapping of an entire FIFO space to one

addressable interface register. Care must be taken to assure that one write by the driver

queues the buffer only once.

The FSM controller relies on the mechanism of a TX_status_SA register--a spe-

cific interface register to which the SA1110 driver has a write access--in starting the trans-

mit mechanism in the link layer. Once a MAC layer gives an order to start a transmission

process, the FSM controller checks the status of a packet arrival at the link by reading the

TX_status_SA register. A driver, upon finishing queuing an entire packet on the FIFO,

indicates the arrival of the packet at the link by writing to this TX_status_SA register.

If there is a packet ready to be transmitted, the controller proceeds to send the packet to the

link-to-physical interface and clear the TX_status_SA register. Note that a current

occupancy of the FIFO is accessible to the SA driver via another interface register, and

also internally to the FSM controller. However, the precision of the FIFO occupancy is

coarse with a three-bit resolution. The FSM controller, therefore, cannot obtain precise

knowledge of a packet arrival by only reading the FIFO occupancy. Note that the SA

driver also checks the FIFO occupancy and waits for availability before starting to queue

the packet. 

For the data to be transmitted over the channel, the radio has to modulate it with the

carrier frequency and amplify the signal power. The LMX3162 employs a direct Voltage

Control Oscillator (VCO) modulation technique, offering lower power consumption rela-

tive to other techniques. The VCO directly modulates the baseband signal using a Gauss-

ian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) modulation scheme and produces a positive or

negative deviation from the centered PLL frequency for a digital ‘1’ or ‘0’ respectively.
252525



Figure 2.3 illustrates the LMX3162 direct modulation VCO circuit, whose output signal’s

spectral density is shown in Figure 2.4. 

Figure 2.3: LMX3162 Transmitter with direct VCO modulation

Figure 2.4: Simulated GFSK power spectral density of the transmitted signal 

[Courtesy Eugene Shih]
The PLL takes a fixed period of time to lock to the correct frequency, depending on a

particular radio implementation. For the µAMPS-1 node, the lock time varies with differ-

ent configurable settings of the charge pump via the LMI and MICROWIRETM interface.

An approximate value of the lock time ranges from 164 to 470 µsec, as illustrated in Fig-
26



ure 2.5. The controller must be assured that the PLL is locked to the correct frequency

before it starts to send the baseband data to the radio. 

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: (a) the fast PLL lock time, and (b) the slow PLL lock time

(Courtesy Fred S. Lee)
Once the PLL has settled on a desired frequency, the controller starts dequeuing the

FIFO and passing the 16-bit parallel data to a parallel-to-serial shift register. The shift reg-

ister is shifted at a rate of 1 MHz, sending the data to the radio circuit. Another interface

register, called TX_status_baseband, allows the driver to monitor the status, as the
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controller writes different status codes onto this status register during the process of pass-

ing down the data from the link to the physical layer.

The power control unit, which is a part of the general control unit in Section 2.4,

assigns an appropriate power control level to the PLL circuit, TX circuit, and power

amplifier circuit. During the period that the data is transmitted, the PLL circuit can either

be closed or open. The two alternatives differ in their power usage and constraints on

transmitted data. In open loop mode, after the correct frequency has been settled on prior

to the transmission, the loop is unlocked during the data transmission. This method con-

serves the PLL power since it will be turned off during the transmission time. The base-

band data from the shift register directly modulates the VCO, and whose frequency may

drift away from the center frequency initially set by the PLL when a long data stream is

being transmitted. As a consequence, the open loop technique puts a constraint on the

length of the data stream, with the exact number depending on how fast the frequency

drifts and on the sensitivity of the receiver. The mentioned frequency drift may cause the

performance of the receiver to incorrectly decode the bit to be either all ones or all zeros,

depending on the direction of the drift.

The PLL in closed loop mode consumes additional power since it is left on during the

transmission so that the PLL can continually adjust the frequency. Figure 2.6 displays the

timing diagram of closed and open loop modes. The loop frequency (floop) or loop band-

width of the PLL, however, imposes a constraint on sequences of bits being transmitted. A

long sequence of ones or zeros will result in a positive or negative frequency deviation

from the center frequency. The PLL is responsible for tuning the center frequency by low-

ering its input to the VCO in order to offset the frequency deviation caused by the long

stream of ones or zeros. However, this action will take 1/floop which totals 0.05 - 0.1 milli-

seconds for a typical value of floop 10 - 20 kHz. If long sequences of ones and zeros can be
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avoided, closed loop mode has the advantage of unconstrained numbers of bits that can be

transmitted. Some of the solutions to ensure that the data do not have long sequences of

ones or zeros are the use of the Manchester encoding technique or the bit-stuffed tech-

nique. In the µAMPS node, the Manchester encoding performed by the driver is incorpo-

rated into of the link implementation. An alternative to the Manchester coding is also

explored by Kevin Atkinson, another member of the µAMPS project. The run-length lim-

ited (RLL) block code is simulated and considered as a potential replacement. The main

advantage of using the RLL code over the Manchester is that it can achieve approximately

80% of the original data rate and still guarantees no more than three ones or zeros in a row,

while the Manchester cuts the rate by half. Note also that if the PLL power is left on with-

out any bits being transmitted, the PLL will adjust its frequency to offset the drift caused

by the direct modulation of an all zero sequence. Hence, a preamble data of alternate ones

and zeros is recommended as training data for the PLL to adjust to the correct frequency

before a real data packet is transmitted. 

Figure 2.6: Timing diagram of PLL open loop mode and closed loop mode
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The details regarding packetization will be best explained at the MAC layer, and hence

will be postponed until the next chapter.

2.3 Receive Unit 
The receive unit is implemented as a mirror image of the transmit unit, with some addi-

tional blocks for data recovery and signal decoding. The general diagram of the receive

unit is shown in Figure 2.7. This section will discuss only the features that have not been

discussed in the previous section on the transmit unit.

Figure 2.7: Receive (hardware) unit of the link layer

At the radio level, the receiver mixes down the received signal to an intermediate fre-

quency (IF) of 110.6 MHz. After some filtering, the signal is demodulated using a thresh-

old technique (declared one if the frequency is higher than 110.6 MHz and zero

otherwise). The received demodulated waveform is further mixed down to baseband and

eventually passed up to the link layer baseband.
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Data recovery refers to a baseband process during which the received demodulated

waveform is converted into a digital bit stream. Two alternatives fully explored in [2]

include the clock recovery technique and the over-sampling technique. The former

method attempts to recover the clock (frequency and phase) of the transmitter, which can

be synthesized from the received data using PLL. This method then proceeds to recover

the bits by sampling the analog received waveform with the recovered clock. The latter

scheme bypasses the first step of recovering the clock and converts a received continuous-

time signal into a discrete-time signal. In this oversampling technique, a received analog

signal is sampled with a local clock. If a local clock is ideal, meaning there are no phase or

frequency shifts, nor jitter, sampling the continuous-time data with a local clock of fre-

quency equal to the data rate will sufficiently produce a correct discrete-time signal. How-

ever, in reality, clocks are subject to imperfection, and a local clock with a different

frequency may lose or insert bits, depending on the sign of the difference in the two fre-

quencies, during the data recovery process. As a result, a clock used to sample the wave-

form must be running at a frequency fl > R, when R is the data rate of the transmitted

signal. The fast clock will guarantee that all the bits will be sampled. By oversampling the

waveform, edge-detecting and comparing the oversampled sequence of ones or sequence

of zeros with a threshold, a more accurate representation of a digital stream is obtained.

The details of the oversampling technique and oversampling frequency selection can be

found in [2].

The receiver must have a way to determine whether the recovered bit stream is a part

of a transmitted packet. It achieves this goal by detecting a SYNC, a unique bit pattern that

was appended at the beginning of each packet by the transmitter. The receiver recognizes

the beginning of a packet when it sees the SYNC (using matched filter algorithm with pro-

grammable threshold value). To guarantee that a SYNC is unique, no other sequence of
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bits in the packet can have the same bit sequence. For Manchester encoded data, there

exists no sequence of bits with three ones or three zeros in a row, so a bit pattern which

includes either three ones or three zeros in a row can potentially be used as a SYNC.

Adopted from the µAMPS version 0, a SYNC in µAMPS version I is chosen to be 0x74 or

0b01110100. For an eight-bit SYNC for Manchester encoded data, 0x741 has the highest

auto-correlation and the lowest cross-correlation [24], and hence increases the chance of

detection and decreases the probability of false-alarm.

A bit stream that is a part of a packet will be decoded if any encoding schemes are

used. In µAMPS implementation, the data stream is Manchester encoded and hence sub-

jected to being decoded at the receiver. Optional error correction coding can also be pro-

vided at the link layer to reduce the probability of errors of the received waveform. In

communication theory, signal-to-noise power directly affects the error rate of the received

signals. Intuitively, the higher the output power of the transmitter, there is a higher chance

the receiver will receive a clean waveform. Error correction codes allow the transmitter to

transmit at lower power and trade off lower bit rates. A Viterbi 1/2 code with constraint

length of 5 was implemented in VHDL and simulated with the rest of the DLC subunits,

but not ported onto the hardware due to limited resources in the Xilinx FPGA. The low bit

error rate was observed over the channel. 

An additional feature in the receiver unit is an interrupt request mechanism. This

mechanism is responsible for notifying the processor upon arrival of a packet in the

receive FIFO. Once an entire packet is queued at the receive FIFO, the FSM controller of

the RX path reads the Interrupt Request Register, an interface register that stores the value

of the number of current packets waiting in the FIFO. The FSM controller then increments

1.  0x74 is a seven-bit SYNC, but 8 bits are allotted for the SYNC for convenience with the 16-bit 
bus interface.
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the number of waiting packets and writes back to the Interrupt Request Register. The con-

troller also asserts an Interrupt Request (IRQ) tristate output pin which is connected to the

external interrupt pin of the SA1110. Configured to operate with the activated external

interrupt, the microprocessor will automatically call an interrupt service routine (ISR)

written for the external interrupt.

At the software level within this ISR, the processor must verify that the interrupt

source is from the Xilinx in case there is more than one peripheral sharing this external

interrupt pin. The software driver achieves this goal by reading the Interrupt Request Reg-

ister in the Xilinx to learn the numbers of the packets waiting (zero means no packets,

which corresponds to the fact that the interrupt source may be triggered by other peripher-

als). Any read to this interface register results in the register being automatically reset, and

the IRQ pin de-asserted. The de-assertion of the IRQ pin only upon the notification from

the driver provides a flexible interface that is compatible with either the edge trigger or

level trigger modes of the microprocessor’s interrupt features. 

Figure 2.8: Timing diagram of the interrupt handshake when a packet arrives at the RX 
FIFO.
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A packet dequeuing can then be performed at the Delayed Service Routine (DSR)1 in

the software driver. How each packet is treated depends on the packet type. Chapter 3 dis-

cusses the packet format and the handling of synchronization packets. A data packet, after

its correctness is verified, will be stored in a bigger memory buffer in the SA1110. Mem-

ory pool, a feature intrinsic to the RedHat eCos, is used to implement this buffer. Memory

pool allows a specified size of the memories to be allocated. These memory blocks can be

created and used to store values, and also be returned to the pool for future use after they

are cleared. The memory buffer, designed to be a linked-list, provides a clean interface to

the higher layer (e.g., application layer) as it will return the first packet in the list, if one

exists, to the caller.

2.4 General Purpose Unit
The general purpose unit (GPU) extends the interface access of the Link Manager Inter-

face. The GPU permits the processor’s software driver to interface with additional miscel-

laneous link and MAC configurations. The current configurations within the GPU include

the power control unit, the correlator threshold setting unit, the program radio unit, the

MAC control unit, and other miscellaneous settings such as packet size setting. This sec-

tion will introduce the architecture of this unit and details of some of the units related to

the link layer.

Figure 2.9 shows the architecture of the general purpose unit, which consists of three

interface registers, an FSM controller and a bank of internal registers. The unit was imple-

mented with a goal of accommodating the need for additional interface registers, with the

1.  Since an ISR call has priority over normal instructions in the processor, the pro-
cessor will stop its current task to service the interrupt request. To avoid monopo-
lizing the processor, an ISR should be kept to a minimum size. Any complicated 
processing or memory access can be delayed. At the end of the ISR, the routine 
can opt to call a Delayed Service Routine (DSR) if there are more operations to be 
called, but they do not need the highest priority in getting the processor attention.
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current number limited by the 4-bit address bus. Two of the three 16-bit interface registers,

the General Purpose Data and the General Purpose Address registers, are set by the pro-

cessor to indirectly pass desired values to the Xilinx. Upon a write to the General Purpose

Data register, the Xilinx reads that value and proceeds according to the instruction code

specified in the General Purpose Address register. The instruction in the General Purpose

Address can trigger different actions to handle the data obtained from the General Purpose

Data register. Because the FSM controller branches actions for each code, the GPU allows

up to 216 or approximately 64,000 different settings or configurations. The internal regis-

ter bank is needed when instruction codes require the FSM to store intermediate data. The

last interface register within the GPU, General Purpose Status register, is provided for the

SA driver to monitor the status of the FSM controller.

Figure 2.9: General Purpose Unit schematic
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The power control unit within the GPU is responsible for controlling the power ampli-

fier, LMX3162 related power modes, and power modes for the other radio circuits in addi-

tion to the LMX. Two registers in the internal register bank are set by the GPU for

programming the radio. One register is used to program the power amplifier with 6-bit

bias levels, ranging from 0 to 20 dBm. The other register is used to turn on the TX or RX

path of the radio circuit. This latter register also controls the TX, RX, and PLL power

down modes of the LMX3162 in case a hardware setting option is selected instead of a

MICROWIRETM software option. This hardware option offers fast switching time of the

LMX power-down compared to the slower MICROWIRETM serial interface. This feature

will prove useful in the MAC layer control.

The ability to adjust power levels and power modes of the radio circuit at run-time is

one of the µAMPS’ design goals. This ability offers power-aware features which can be

controlled at higher layers of the protocol stack. At the MAC layer, for example, the trans-

mit power, which is controlled by the power amplifier, dictates how many neighboring

nodes will be able to receive packets for a given a fixed node density. The MAC protocol

can leverage this feature to obtain an optimal number of nodes that are within its radio

range. Section 3.2 proposes an algorithm to schedule a TDMA frame based on this knowl-

edge. In addition, the real-time power control is crucial at the application level. As operat-

ing environments vary greatly from time to time in sensor networks, a radio that offers

power mode options can adjust its system power accordingly. During the sensing or pro-

cessing-only period, the node can save power by shutting its radio off. 

The correlator threshold setting unit offers a means to tune the correlator circuit in the

receive path. A correlator detects the beginning of the packet by matching the SYNC pat-

tern. Implemented in VHDL, the correlator is a matched-filter that slides a window of the

known SYNC pattern along the received bit stream. At each point in time, the correlator
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XNORs the sampled window pattern with the sampled recovered bit stream and sums up

the result. A perfect match occurs when the sum is exactly the number of samples, mean-

ing each XNOR operation returns a digital one. In reality, a received waveform may be

distorted, and the sum will be less than the total number of samples. The correlator thresh-

old setting unit allows the processor to adjust the sensitivity of the correlator. The correla-

tor will declare a “match” when the sum is greater than the threshold. Depending on the

signal quality and specific radio implementation, the best value for the threshold varies,

but is limited to the highest value of 80 for an 8-bit SYNC with 10 samples per bit. The

processor programs the threshold setting unit through the general purpose interface, and

the correlator threshold setting unit in the Xilinx then programs the correlator via a 7-bit

bus. The correlator performs well with the current threshold setting at 77.

The program radio unit sets up an infrastructure for the processor to configure the

LMX3162 via MICROWIRETM interface, discussed earlier in the interface design. The

MICROWIRETM interface requires a 20-bit-long serial data stream to be loaded to the F,

N or R registers with the load enable on the rising edge of a program_radio_clk. The

F, N and R values require two instructions via the 16-bit bus interface of the general pur-

pose unit; the processor writes the low 10 bits and the high 10 bits separately with two

separate instruction code set in the General Purpose Address register.
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Chapter 3

Media Access Control (MAC) Layer

3.1 MAC Layer Protocol and Design Consideration
In wireless communication, four of the most widely deployed MAC protocols include

Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA),

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and Carrier Sense Multiple Access and Collision

Avoidance (CSMA/CA). The first three methods, generally known as fixed-assignment

multiple methods, predetermine the bandwidth allocation for multiple users. CSMA/CA,

on the other hand, is considered a random-access method. Table 3.1 gives examples of

media access schemes in wireless voice and data applications [26][27][28][29][30]. Note

that some of the application systems employ a hybrid MAC or single MAC with extra fea-

tures such as frequency hopping (FH) with TDMA in Bluetooth, or carrier sense with pre-

transmission control messages request to send and clear to send (CTS-RTS) (e.g., in

802.11b wireless LAN).

In choosing MAC layer protocol for our power-aware wireless microsensor network,

the following features should be considered:

• simplicity and ease of deployment,

GSM AMPS IS-95
CDMA2000
W-CDMA

802.11b
Blue-
tooth

HomeRF

TDMA x x
(with FH)

x
(with FH)

FDMA x

CDMA x x

CSMA/CA x x

Table 3.1: Different MAC protocols and their applications
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• fault tolerability and ability to adapt to dynamic topology,

• power-aware features and low power consumption, and

• compatibility with network and higher layers.

FDMA divides the bandwidth along the frequency for N multiple nodes such that they

are each given 1/N of the entire bandwidth. By assigning the channel’s bandwidth through

frequency division, all the nodes can transmit continuously at the same time without inter-

ference, except possibly at the boarder of two adjacent frequency bands. FDMA may not

be a natural MAC for sensor networks because it consumes more power relative to

TDMA; If an FDMA channel transmits a packet within T sec, a TDMA channel transmits

a packet of the same size within approximately 1/T sec (plus additional overheads). There-

fore, FDMA exhibits high energy consumed per packet. In CDMA, Pulse Code Modula-

tion Method is used to convert a waveform between analog and digital representations. In

transmitting bit streams, different ‘codes’ or mathematical basis functions allow the sys-

tem to ‘channelize’ or divide the different bit streams (e.g., of two different transmit

nodes) into different channels of the bandwidth. CDMA relies on complicated computa-

tions and can possibly put burden on simple processors of small sensor nodes. Since the

µAMPS hardware prototypes are also not capable of carrier sensing, TDMA is an appro-

priate MAC option for µAMPS. TDMA provides a simple means for each node to avoid

collision by reserving a channel in a fixed interval or slot. Generic TDMA (Figure 3.1)

naturally has a power-saving and power-aware feature. The time division scheme allows

the transmitter to transmit only in its time slot, which means the transmitter has to be pow-

ered up only 1/N of the time where N is the number of slots. TDMA is suited to the event-

driven nature of sensor networks, as each radio receiver can also be powered down when

detecting no data transmitted in the first 1/x of the timer slot period (x > 1) of each RX slot

period. Moreover, generic TDMA supports multicast communication at the MAC level; a
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transmitting node needs to transmit only once when there are multiple targeted receivers

(given they are in the transmitter’s radio range) because all of the potential receivers can

be scheduled to receive from the same node at the same time.

Although TDMA illustrates several desired qualities for wireless sensor networks, the

protocol also demonstrates many drawbacks. In order to align the TDMA frames of all the

nodes, a global frame synchronization must be performed. Studies on global synchroniza-

tion [4], especially in a distributed fashion without a master node, confirm that the prob-

lem is non-trivial, especially if some of the nodes are not in radio range of each other.

However, the problem can be simplified in sensor networks if a master node is allowed,

such as in the setup of a clustering network [1]. The second drawback concerns the limita-

tion of a fixed number of slots in generic TDMA. Potentially unused slots and hence band-

width and power inefficiencies define the third drawback. Finally, there exists no standard

algorithm in mapping sensor nodes, such as A, B, C, D and E in Figure 3.1 to slot numbers

0, 1, 2, 3, 4. In our illustration, Node A is assumed to be assigned an ID of 0, and hence

allowed to transmit in slot 0. Nodes B, C, D and E are assigned to IDs 1, 2, 3, and 4

respectively.

To simplify the challenge of global synchronization, a network master can be assigned.

A realistic and simple approach to selecting a master node might be to assign a base sta-

tion node as a master node. In the µAMPS project, a base station node has the same hard-

ware as other nodes, with only different software configuration running on the processor

and a connection to a display or extra data storage (such as a laptop or palmtop device). A

master node should be able to initiate a frame synchronization with all other nodes within

its neighborhood. Once any node receives a frame synchronization notice, it aligns its

frame with the master node, and also propagates the frame synchronization message to

other nodes which are not in the master node’s radio range. Eventually, all the nodes
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should be able to start every frame at an agreed upon point in time. Details of a frame syn-

chronization implementation will be discussed in Section 3.3.3. 

Figure 3.1: Generic TDMA frame. 

In this illustration, one frame consists of 5 TDMA slots, 0,1,...,4. In
slot 0, node A is allowed to transmit while other nodes are in
receiving mode. In slot 1, node B is in turn allowed to transmit
while other nodes are in receiving mode. And the logic holds for
other slots. The frame cycles back to slot 0 after the end of the last
slot (slot 4 in this illustration).

The remaining optimization of a generic TDMA is to increase efficiency in bandwidth

and power usage by designing a slot/MAC ID re-use algorithm and defining an optimal

numbers of slots needed for each TDMA frame. The design is proposed in the following

section
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Since each network has different number of nodes, the TDMA startup process must esti-

mate how many slots will be needed in a frame. In a field of scattered microsensor nodes
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An ideal scenario of MAC slot assignments is that the number of slots in one frame is

exactly the same as the number of neighbors, which refers to the number of nodes within

one’s radio range (including itself since a node is also within its own radio range). How-

ever, this number is highly variable since a radio range of one node in the network may

include more neighbors than a radio range of another node. Hence, the global optimal

number of slots is defined as an upper-bound on the optimal number of slots determined at

any node in the network. Given a network of sensor nodes, each denoted by µi when

 and the number of neighbors of node µi is Mi, the optimal number of slots

Sopt,i determined for µi is equal to its number of neighbors Mi. The global optimal number

of slots Sopt,global is therefore .

Although an ideal number of slots Sopt,global can be derived for a network with a

known maximum number of neighbors Mmax, the actual assignment of slots to nodes may

not always be accomplished with the optimal number of slots. Only in an ideal case, such

as in a network with an array of regular-hexagonal-grid nodes, the number of TDMA slot

can be kept optimally at Mmax = 7 as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Although this result is con-

gruent with the cellular ratio system where a hexagonal cell is chosen for frequency re-

use, it is not practical for sensor networks with non-deterministic sensor location.

Figure 3.2: Regular-hexagonal grid topology
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When the topology is not a regular-hexagonal grid, the Sopt,global is not guaranteed to

equal Mmax. The topology in Figure 3.3 exhibits the same Mmax as the network in Figure

3.2. However only seven MAC IDs, or equivalently seven slots if each node with a MAC

ID ii is mapped to a TDMA slot Ti, are not sufficient in this topology. 

Figure 3.3: Another kind of network topology
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within µi’s two-hop neighborhood are also within two-hop neighborhood of one another,

forcing a number of MAC IDs to be the number of the two-hop neighbors. From this anal-

ysis, the sufficient number of slots needed for a network with the number of single-hop

neighbors Mmax,1hop and the number of two-hop neighbors Mmax,2hop is bounded by:

. (3.1)

3.3 MAC Implementation and API
The proposed MAC algorithm requires configurable MAC ID and number of time slots.

The MAC implementation of the µAMPS node, therefore, focuses on an efficient structure

and reconfigurable interface. The implementation offers options in deploying either the

proposed algorithm or other algorithms. 

3.3.1 Packet Format

As described in the Section 1.2, the link layer is responsible for framing data into suit-

able size, called a packet, with proper header. Figure 3.6 represents a packet format

design. In general a packet consists of a header, a footer and a payload or a message that

will be delivered to the next layer of the stacks, possibly after being decoded if any encod-

ing scheme is used. Each layer of the stacks, such as MAC, network, or transport layer

may have its own packetization, with a payload being the entire data sent from a higher

layer including that higher layer’s header and footer. A Checksum can be included to ver-

ify the correctness of each packet.

Figure 3.4: Packet format and MAC header
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For the µAMPS network, a MAC layer packet header is designed to have six separate

fields. Destination ID and Source ID slots are allocated eight bits each, allowing a maxi-

mum of 28-1 different MAC IDs (although only a maximum of 16 IDs are being used with

the current µAMPS node’s hardware implementation of maximum 16 slots per frame). A

MAC ID of 0xF is dedicated as a multicast ID, meaning a packet sent with a destination

ID 0xF is intended for all the nodes in the network. The next field is a four-bit Packet Type

field. Possible packet types include data and control (syn, ACK, NACK etc.). The next

two bits are Encoding Method (e.g., none, viterbi 1/2 code, etc.). The next ten bits are

allotted for time stamps or packet sequence number. And finally, the extra 16 bits are

reserved for future use. Note that an additional Length field is not necessary for a fixed-

size packet design in µAMPS implementation. Table 3.2 summarizes the packet header

design, which totals 6 uncoded bytes overhead.

Table 3.2: Packet Header Format

A 16-bit checksum of an entire packet is appended at the end as an error checking

mechanism before the packet gets encoded (e.g., Viterbi and Manchester). Upon receiving

any packet, a receiver recomputes the checksum and compares it to the one appended at

Field Length (bits) Options

Destination ID 8 0-15

Source ID 8 0-15

Packet Type 4 0 syn
1 data
2 NACK (not currently used)

Encoding Method 2 0 Uncoded (pure Manchester)
1 Viterbi half code

Time stamp/Sequence No. 10 0-1027 (not currently used)

Reserve 16 future use
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the end of the packet. Any error detected in the receiver will be forwarded to the next level

where the decision on how to handle a corrupted packet will be made. The current

µAMPS implementation simply discards corrupted packets, but other alternatives include

requesting for a resend (by sending a NACK back to the source) or repeating the content

of the previous packet. For future consideration, more comprehensive checksums such as

a two-dimensional checksum or a cyclical redundancy check (CRC) can be used.

After the final packetizing process in the stacks (in case there are several layers of

packetization), the unique bit pattern or a SYNC will be appended in the front of each

packet. A receiver detects the beginning of a packet when it sees the SYNC as earlier dis-

cussed.

3.3.2 Hardware

3.3.2.1 MAC registers and control: The hardware portion of the µAMPS MAC layer is

implemented on a Xilinx FPGA, embedded in the LMI’s General Purpose Unit. As

described in Chapter 2, the FPGA interfaces with both the processor and the radio unit.

The task of the Xilinx in the MAC layer is to assign the radio transmitter and receiver slots

according to the MAC schedule specified by the software MAC driver (Section 3.3.3). In

the link layer’s link-to-physical interface via the MICROWIRETM, the LMI controls the

power mode of the transmitter, receiver, and the PLL in real time, and also the frequency

of the transmitter and recover.

Five internal 16-bit registers in the Xilinx GPU are set up to store 5 TDMA parame-

ters: slot length in the slotlen register, number of slots/frame in the numslot register,

TX slots in the txslot register, RX slots in the rxslot register, and MAC ID in the

macid register. The GPU refers to these parameters when programming the radio. The

processor passes these five parameters to the Xilinx through the three general purpose reg-

isters described in Chapter 2.
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Out of the five mentioned internal registers, two are 16-bit bitmasked registers, txs-

lot register and rxslot register. The values in these two registers determine which of

the 16 slots in the TDMA frame are scheduled to be TX or RX slots. For example, if a

value 0b11 or 0x3 is programmed to a txslot register, the radio is scheduled to operate

in a TX mode in slot 0 and slot 1. With the same logic, the radio with 0b10100 or 0x14 in

its rxslot register is scheduled to operate in an RX mode in slots 2 and 4. Section 3.5

illustrates an example of TDMA slot assignment.

Figure 3.5: Example of TDMA settings in Xilinx internal registers

Once a TDMA mode is enabled, a counter in the FPGA starts counting down from the

value derived from the parameter stored in the slotlen register. Counter expiration (at

zero) marks the end of the slot, and the counter is automatically reset for the next slot. At

the beginning of each slot, the radio will be powered up and configured for RX mode if

that slot is scheduled to be an RX slot. The same is true for a TX slot, except the radio will

be powered up during the TX slot only if there is data waiting to be transmitted in the TX

FIFO buffer; the power control unit preserves the transmit power by shutting the radio off

if there is no data to be transmitted. With a similar mechanism, the receiver can be pro-

grammed via the power control unit to be powered off when it does not detect any packets
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during RX slots within the first x µsec of the slot length (excluding the phase lock time),

where x is set at 1,200 in the current implementation.

Another internal registers in the GPU related to the MAC is the reset_frame regis-

ter. This internal register controls the frame synchronization mechanism in the MAC hard-

ware. The reset_frame register keeps a twelve-bit value of a countdown counter C,

and a four-bit value of the next slot ID after reset I. After a write to the reset_frame

register, the countdown counter C will start counting. Once the counter reaches zero, the

MAC FSM will jump to the next slot and reset the value of that slot to equal I.

3.3.2.2 Frequency Setting Registers and control: The radio is designed to filter the

received signal at an intermediate frequency (IF) of 110.6 MHz [3]. In order to achieve

that, the frequency of the transmitted carrier must be 110.6 MHz higher than the frequency

of the demodulator in the receiver. This offset is strictly one way; if the receiver’s fre-

quency is higher than that of the transmitter, the received bits will be negated in amplitude.

The Xilinx is designed to automatically program the transmit and receive frequencies

for the VCO of the radio’s PLL as discussed in Chapter 2. The input voltage to the VCO is

determined by the two programmable registers in the LMX3162: N and R registers. The F

register programs the power down mode. Two of the 20 bits in the F register select

whether the power down order will be taken from software or hardwire. Hence, different

sets of F, N, R values correspond to different frequencies and power settings. Four trans-

mit-receive frequency pair settings, or four pairs of F, N and R values, can be stored in the

Xilinx hardware internal registers via the three interface registers in the GPU. The corre-

sponding software driver sets these frequency pairs and selects which pair to be used at

each point in time. By dynamically switching from one pair of settings to the other, the

µAMPS MAC layer can hop among different frequencies. Frequency hopping is one of

the important supporting features for many MAC protocols.
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Table 3.3 summarizes different MAC features to be programmed via the Xilinx GPU

3.3.2.3 Signal Detection and Waveform Integrity control: Several extra features are

added to the generic TDMA to guarantee the correct detection of packets and to minimize

unnecessary radio power dissipation. At the beginning of the TX or RX packet, guard time

is provided before the transmitter sends out a packet in the TX slot or before the receiver

starts detecting the beginning of a packet. The guard time is crucial in two aspects: first,

the frequency programmed to the PLL of the radio requires approximately 150-500 micro-

seconds to lock to the correct value. Second, guard time, together with a gap time at the

end of the TX slot prior to the next slot, help relax the need for accurate frame synchroni-

zations (Section 3.3.3). Absorbing more frame shifts due to variation among oscillator’s

frequencies, this extra guard and gap time demands less frequent resynchronizations. Dur-

ing the guard time of the transmitter, it sends a training sequence preamble of 101010

instead of all zeros to prevent the drift in the receiver’s PLL. The second crucial feature

that enhances the packet detection is a received signal strength indicator (RSSI). The RSSI

Setting
Code for GPU 

Address

TDMA slot length 1000

TDMA number of slots/frame 1001

TX slot bit mask 1010

RX slot bit mask 1011

MAC ID 1100

TDMA reset 1111

Set FNR array (lower 10 bits) 0101

Set FNR array (higher ten bits) 0110

Select FNR (for both TX and RX settings) 0111

Table 3.3: The summary of values to be programmed by the MAC driver 
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hardware outputs a digital one (by comparing an analog RSSI to a threshold) when it

detects a strong enough carrier signal that matches the receiver’s frequency (when the dif-

ference between the two frequencies fall into the IF frequency band centered at 110.6

MHz). The correlator circuitry, which detects the SYNC at the beginning of a packet, has

RSSI as an enable pin. Measurements of the µAMPS node shows that the transition of

RSSI may create an overshoot and hence may invalidate the correctness of the signal

strength.

3.3.3 Software Application Programming Interface (API)

The API serves as a driver interface between the end users (e.g., an application layer in

the processing unit) and the LMI and MAC hardware. The driver is implemented in C

based on the µAMPS’ eCos operating system and is compiled using a publicly available

GNU toolchain. The toolchain is configured as a cross-compiler, meaning dual capability

on a PC or a Linux box, but creates specific binary files for the ARM family processor

[25].

The main API program radio.c code contains both function calls available for

higher layer interface and private routines to be called internally by the driver. For the

radio and MAC setup, the function radio_mac_startup(setradio, setpa,

mid, slotlen, numslot, txslot, rxslot) will reset the radio, select the

power amplifier, configure all the settings for the MAC-related registers and choose the

default frequency pair for TX and RX. This function also calls other default settings such

as the default packet size and correlator threshold value. To begin a transmission process,

a node will call radio_send_data(buffer_ptr, destination_id) if it

wants to send data, and radio_send_data(buffer_ptr, destination_id) if

the node wants to send a synchronization packet to others. These two calls will append an

appropriate header and a checksum, perform Viterbi encoding (optional based on the hard-
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ware implementation) and perform a final Manchester encoding before transferring the

packet through the LMI. The function call checks the available space in the TX FIFO and

returns an error if a packet must be dropped.

At the receiver, the µAMPS node relies on the external interrupt mechanism, which

can be activated using ext_interupt_en() routine. The routine sets an appropriate

register to turn on the interrupt bit in the SA1110, and the higher layer of the network stack

can poll for the received packet by calling dequeue_rxpacket() and frees the mem-

ory buffer using free_rxpool(). 

As discussed in section 3.1, one of the most crucial challenges in deploying TDMA in

a sensor network system lies in global synchronization. When not all the nodes are within

one another’s radio range, our algorithm simplifies the task by assigning the base station

to be a master node that initiates the frame synchronization packet. As a master node, the

base station is responsible for aligning the frames of all the neighbor nodes within its radio

range. By calling a routine send_syn(destination_ID) with the

destination_ID being multicast ID, the master node transmits a packet of packet

type syn. Upon receiving the packet, neighbor nodes recognize the packet as a syn packet

from the master node. These nodes, then, align their TDMA frames to match that of the

master. The aligning task is done in a delayed service routine for external interrupt. If

MAC ID 0, which corresponds to TX time slot 0 in our scheme, is assigned to the master

node, then the master node can only transmit in time slot 0. Any neighboring nodes receiv-

ing the syn packet from the master node can instantly interpret that the current slot of the

master is slot 0. With prior knowledge of guard time and slot length, each node calculates

when the next slot should begin and then sets that next slot to be slot 1. The routine

tdma_syncframe(next_slot, countdown_counter) is responsible for

reconfiguring MAC hardware to start a new slot with slot ID next_slot once the
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countdown_counter expires. If we assume a master node with the MAC ID 0, the

next_slot argument should always take the value of one, regardless of the receive

node’s ID. Once synchronized, each node then assigns a TX slot based on its MAC ID,

leaving the rest of the slots as either RX or idle slots.

The API leaves the task of adjusting the MAC schedule to match other network

parameters to a higher layer on the stack. An example is the reconfigurable value of the

packet size, which is set via another API routine. This configurable packet size provides a

convenient mechanism for the higher layer to adjust its ideal fixed packet size to suit each

application. For example, in a vehicle tracking application, each sensor node may be able

to compute a Line of Bearing if it has at least three microphones connected to the node. A

node then may choose to communicate only the information on estimated angle to the

vehicle instead of the entire acoustic information of the three sensors. Each decision, dif-

fering in terms of data rate and computation requirement, affects the choice of a packet

size. A shorter packet length suits applications with low data rate which comes in regular

intervals while a longer packet size better suits applications with bursty data stream. The

driver must also configure the TDMA slot length with the constraints set by the packet

length. Each TDMA slot must allow sufficient time for an entire packet to be transmitted

or received. Since the link implementation of the µAMPS only allows at most one packet

to be transmitted or received per TDMA slot, an unnecessarily extra-long slot will waste a

shared bandwidth of the channel. 
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Chapter 4

Performance Analysis and Microsensor Network Appli-
cations

4.1 Fault Models of the Protocol Stacks
This section presents various fault models at different levels of the protocol stacks.

Generic and µAMPS specific models, as well as masking techniques, will be discussed.

4.1.1 Bit level errors 

Errors at a bit level can occur in a noisy communication channel and link layer.

Regardless of the source of the errors, bit-level errors can be categorized into two of the

following groups.

4.1.1.1 Substitution errors: A substitution error causes a bit to flip its value, from a one

to a zero or from a zero to a one, and is caused by specific characteristics of the communi-

cation channel. For example, a channel may be modeled as an additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) channel, probabilistically causing bit flips at a receiver. A channel may

suffer from path loss and fading, which attenuate the transmitted information and may

result in all bits being zero at a receiver. An error correction code, such as Viterbi algo-

rithm, can be used to correct substitution errors.

4.1.1.2 Deletion and insertion errors: These two types of errors are likely to occur at

the bit recovery process, i.e., during which the continuous-time signal is transformed into

a discrete-time signal. Due to clock frequency variations and jitters, the clock at the

receiver node may sample more or less than regular threshold values, causing a deletion or

insertion. An edge detection technique in the data recovery also suffers deletion and inser-

tion errors from glitchy signals. At every new edge detected, the data recovery is

prompted to presume a start of a new bit. The µAMPS implementation of edge detection,
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however, is designed to ignore a glitch of width below 10% of the regular width of one bit,

hence can absorb most errors of this type. 

4.1.2 Packet and MAC level errors

Bit level errors can propagate the fault to the packet and MAC level. This section

attempts to characterize two kinds of errors in this category.

4.1.2.1 False packet detection and missed packet detection: These two types of errors

occur when the correlator fails to declare a correct “match” of the SYNC pattern. Config-

ured with a low threshold value, the correlator has a higher probability of detecting a

SYNC as well as a higher probability of false alarm. The false detection of a packet, how-

ever, can be discarded once the checksum invalidates the correctness of the packet.

4.1.2.2 TDMA frame synchronization error: A frame synchronization error occurs

when oscillators of any two nodes have drifted so the TX and RX frames do not align. The

µAMPS TDMA relies on periodic synchronization packets, so a frame synchronization

error occurs only when synchronization packets are lost or not sufficiently sent. A receiver

will align its frame to the node that sends out the packet of type syn after verifying the

validity of the packet. If a 10 MHz oscillator with an accuracy of 50 parts/million is used

(9.9995 to 10.0005 MHz), the maximum difference between the frequencies of an oscilla-

tor at a receiver and an oscillator at a transmitter is . Guard

time at the beginning of the slot and gap time at the end of the slot can absorb the fre-

quency shift. With the phase lock time of 500 µsec for the µAMPS radio, a guard time of

500 + τ µsec at the beginning and gap time of τ µsec at the end of the TX slot can absorb a

drift of τ µsec as shown in Figure 4.1.

10.0005MHz 9.9995MHz– 1kHz=
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Figure 4.1: Frequency drift absorption by guard time and gap time

A perfect alignment of TX and RX slots places a received packet at
the middle of an RX slot. When a frame shifts due to an imperfect
clock, a guard time and gap time of size τ can absorb the misalign-
ment, allowing the packet to be received at the left most or the right
most of an RX slot

Figure 4.2 illustrates the µAMPS shortest interval between any two synchronization

packets needed to keep the probability of synchronization error below a certain specified

value. The plots assume a conservative estimate of probability of error of each bit being

10-4. For a current packet size of 256 bytes with a 6-byte header and a 2-byte checksum,

which totals  Manchester encoded bytes, the probability of a packet being cor-

rupted  (which is a conservative estimate compared to the

experimental data of Pe < 0.21 in Figure 4.5 of Section 4.2.2). Denote Tdrift as a period of

time taken (after the most recent arrival of a synchronization packet at the receiver) for the

starting point of a TDMA frame of the transmitter and that of the receiver to be τ µsec
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example, for a τ of 300 µsec, the frame will shift within approximately 30 sec. If x syn-

chronization packets are sent during the 30 sec interval, with the probability of each one

being corrupted , then we can find the value x to keep the probability of frame

shift (which is the probability that none of the synchronization packets arrive correctly

during that time period) below a specified value. According to the relationship in Figure

4.2, the µAMPS network with its current guard time τ (additional to the phase lock time of

500 µsec) being 300 µsec, should resend synchronization packets every 1.5 seconds.

Figure 4.2: Required intervals between any two consecutive synchronization packets

4.2 Performance Analysis
Possible performance metrics for a wireless sensor network include resource utiliza-

tion, power and energy consumption, probability of errors, etc. This section explores and

characterizes various aspects of metrics, with specific data based on the µAMPS node

implementation.
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ory. The analysis of the resources for the protocol stacks implementation, with and with-

out the Viterbi coding algorithm, is shown in Figure 4.3. The design consists of 108,052

gates, and the number of gates increase by 13% to 121,718 gates with the Viterbi decoder.

The graph shows that the number of slices are the limiting factor of the implementation

with Viterbi. Each slice in an FPGA contains two registers and two four-input look-up

tables (LUTs), both of which are the underlying building blocks for the FPGA logical

computation. A computationally intensive Viterbi decoder requires additional logic units,

meaning additional slices. Note that the Viterbi algorithm does not require extra RAM, or

buffers. 

Figure 4.3: Xilinx VirtexE XCV300E-FG256 resource utilization
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ciency. Figure 4.4 illustrates the impact of these changes. The graph displays the increase

in the number of slices containing unrelated logic, from 0% in the case without the Viterbi

decoder to 45% in the case with the Viterbi decoder.

Figure 4.4: Analysis on Xilinx’s slices of µAMPS implementation (a) with and (b) with-
out the Viterbi decoder

With the constraint in the hardware, the Viterbi decoder is left as an option. Other

VHDL optimization may include reusing of operators, such as counters or adders. It is

also worth mentioning that the four block-RAMs used in the design are all within the

FIFO core. No other parts of the design make use of the other 28 available blocks. In some

situations, a RAM may be used as a replacement for a register, freeing some slices with a

delay trade-off as the RAM’s addressing scheme proceeds slower than a register’s direct

access. 

4.2.2 Power, distance, and bit error rate

Specific wireless applications require specific levels of data reliability and attention to

energy. In critical tasks such as machine monitoring, a high level of data reliability may be
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poorer quality of data transmission. This section investigates the data reliability and power

consumption of the µAMPS node.

Experimental data on µAMPS nodes is obtained in an open field. Five thousand pack-

ets of size 256 known bytes plus a header and a checksum are Manchester encoded and

transmitted in each experiment, resulting in 1,024,000 useful bits being communicated per

experiment. Power amplifier levels and the physical distances between the transmitter and

the receiver are two parameters varied. The three power levels tested are 3, 10 and 15

dBm, and the distances measured are 5, 9, 13.5, 18, 27, 36, and 50 meters. When a packet

arrives at the receiver, it first checks the validity of the header. The receiver counts a

packet as a ‘received’ packet only if the header is verified (i.e., the destination node is cor-

rect), and it proceeds to verify the correctness of the data for the received packet. A packet

with no errors is marked as uncorrupted, while a packet with one or more errors is marked

as corrupted and the corrupted bytes are calculated. The difference between the received

and sent packets are considered lost. Note also that additional synchronization packets are

sent approximately every two seconds.

Table 4.1: Experimental Data on µAMPS node with Output Transmit power 3 dBm

Distance
Received 
Packets

Uncorrupted 
Packets

Probability of 
Errors (on 
received 
packets)

Probability of 
Errors (on 
transmitted 

packets)a

a. A lost packet is counted as 256 bytes of errors

5 4995 4995 < 10-7 10-3

9 4994 4994 < 10-7 1.2 * 10-3

18 4982 4982 < 10-7 3.6 * 10-3

27 4982 4982 < 10-7 3.6 * 10-3

36 4982 4982 < 10-7 3.6 * 10-3

50 4979 4896 9.7 * 10-3 1.39 * 10-2
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Table 4.1 lists the data collected at the output transmit power of 3 dBm. The probabil-

ity of error on received packets is less than 10-7 even at the distance of 36 meters. The per-

fect bits received once a packet is detected suggest that lowering the threshold value of the

correlator may help decrease the packet lost ratio while maintaining the quality of the

received bits

The data collected for the output transmit power of 3 dBm are obtained when the

transmitter and the receiver face each other. This setup allows the best radiation pattern as

the energy from the transmitter can propagate directly to the receiver. The two other

experiments, with output transmit power of 10 dBm and 15 dBm, have a different setup

where both nodes are facing up in the air. The result is plotted in Figure 4.5

.

Figure 4.5: Probability of error with transmit power of (a) 10 dBm and (b) 15dBm.

Both (a) and (b) of Figure 4.5 confirm the trend of the trade-off between distance and

probability of errors when an output transmit power is fixed. However, the trade-off

between the output transmit power and the probability of errors is not as evident from the

plots. Figure 4.6 better represents the relationship between the output transmit power and

the probability of error. Figure 4.6 (a) represents the probability of error on received pack-
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ets (byte level), and Figure 4.6 (b) represents the probability of uncorrupted packets on

received packets (packet level), both of which exhibit the expected relationship between

the output power and probability of errors. As the distance increases, the probability of

byte errors increases and the probability of uncorrupted packets decreases.

Figure 4.6: The probability of (a) byte error and (b) uncorrupted packets, based on 
received packets, versus distance.

Finally, the experimental data is compared to the theoretical benchmark. The probabil-

ity of error Pb depends on the received energy per bit to noise power ratio , which in

turn depends on both output transmit power and distance. The received energy per bit to

noise power ratio  follows the relationship 

where Nf is the noise figure at the receiver, Nth is the thermal noise (-174 dBm/Hz), W is

the bandwidth of the signal, Ploss is the radio high path loss, and  is the average attenua-

tion factor of the fading channel. The path loss exponent varies between 2 to 4 with the

formula  in dBm where B is the path exponent multiplied by 10. With

the varying distance d, Figure 4.7 plots the relationship between Pb and  of the data col-

lected with the output transmit power 3 dBm. A path loss of the µAMPS node can be
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extrapolated to be  (path loss exponent of 2), seen as a dotted line in the figure.

The graph is plotted with a signal bandwidth W of 1 MHz and an estimated noise figure

.

Figure 4.7: Received energy per bit to noise power ratio vs. probability of error.

The path loss of µAMPS node can be estimated as , as
seen on the theoretical benmark.

Another metric for a power-aware system is energy consumption. In order to assess

energy consumption of the µAMPS-1 implementation, an energy model of the radio must

first be formulated. A model used in µAMPS-0 by Eugene Shih [2] will be reviewed as

follows. Generally, the average energy consumed by the µAMPS radio implementation is

, which can be expanded as in equation (4.1).

(4.1)

Ptx is the power of the transmitter without the transmit power amplifier. Note that Tstar-

tup is the time during which the radio waits for the PLL frequency to be settled and that

there is no need for a power amplifier during that period. With a worst-case PLL lock time
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of 500 µsec, the additional guard time beyond the PLL lock time and gap time of 300 µsec

each, and the packet transmission time of , ,

, and . Note that the transmitter

does not have to be on during the gap time after it finishes sending a packet. 

The power at different power amplifier settings is shown in Table 4.2. The last column

shows the total radio energy consumption per useful bit (256 * 8 = 2048 bits per packet).

As for the power measurement consumed by the Xilinx baseband, the steady state current

is < 7 mA at 1.8 V. The energy consumed by the baseband is trivial compared to the radio

power, and hence it is not considered in this calculation.

Table 4.2: µAMPS radio and baseband power consumption

4.3 Application Demonstration
4.3.1 Computation vs. Communication

Two of the most important units in any wireless network are the data and control process-

ing and the communication hardware. Advanced circuit techniques allow today’s transis-

tors to run at gigahertz speeds. Technology scaling also allows the processor to be

designed to operate at a lower supply voltage, and hence can be expected to consume

much less energy. An important characteristic of processors for power-aware systems is

Unit Settings Power 
 

per useful bit

TX radio & baseband 0 dBm 204 mW 1.36 µJ

3 dBm 303 mW 1.38 µJ

10 dBm 367 mW 1.40 µJ

13 dBm 510 mW 1.43 µJ

15 dBm 1224 mW 1.61 µJ

RX radio & baseband 364 mW

264 16⋅ 4224usec= Tstartup 500usec=

Ton tx, 300 4224+ 4524usec= = Ton rx, 600 4224+ 4824usec= =

Eradio Etx Erx+=
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that the processors be enabled for dynamic voltage scaling. A StrongARM processor, for

example, can also operate at different frequencies, offering further power savings and

power-awareness. 

The signal strength of the transmitter is mainly attenuated by a high path loss. In typi-

cal wireless systems, power dissipation is dominated by the communication module, since

communication tends to cost more than computation. The performance of the communica-

tion module is related to the signal-to-noise power ratio, as presented in Equation (4.1).

Most likely, a wireless system’s power is drained in the communication unit. The data rate

of the network is also governed by the nature of the Shannon Limit. As a result, any appli-

cation running on a wireless network should consider this trade-off between the two units.

In a remote sensing application, multiple nodes operate from scattered locations to col-

lect information on any changing environment. To optimize the energy consumption, each

node should process as much information as possible locally before routing the data or

results to other nodes or to the base station.

Vehicle tracking, a specific application of a remote sensing application using beam-

forming, has been implemented onto the µAMPS node. The next section discusses the

specific details of the experiment.

4.3.2 Vehicle Tracking Application

The µAMPS nodes are equipped with four acoustic sensor channels, connected to the pro-

cessor via four separate A/Ds [25]. With three or more microphones per node, a sensor

node is capable of processing data from the three microphones and performing a signal

processing algorithm, resulting in an estimation of the direction of the source. Beamform-

ing is the signal processing algorithm used to find the estimated angle. The basic rule is to

find the delay between the waveforms collected at each sensor and then to use the speed of

sound to compute the distance of the source from each sensor. With a priori knowledge of
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the microphones’ locations, the algorithm can estimate an angle or line of bearing (LOB)

of the acoustic source from the center of the node. With two or more nodes, the system can

triangulate the specific location of the acoustic source. Figure 4.8 illustrates the beam-

forming application with three sensor nodes and a base station.

Figure 4.8: An example of a beamforming application setup

Each µAMPS node is equipped with three microphones, collecting
an acoustic source from the environment, as well as performing sig-
nal processing algorithm to produce an LOB that estimates the
direction of the source.

With the beamforming software from the ARL and ISI with collaboration of Alice

Wang, Nathan Ickes and Kevin Atkinson, an application has been demonstrated in lab

with a setup of one µAMPS sensor node and one µAMPS base station node. A µAMPS

sensor node, connected with three microphones, performs all the computation locally.

Four packets are sent each minute with updated information on the estimated angle of the

acoustic source. A base station node, upon receiving the updated angle, sends the informa-

tion to a PC via a serial port. A JAVA application on the PC updates the screen, drawing a

new picture of a vehicle with the location based on the new estimated angle.
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The demonstration illustrates the functionality of a two-way communication over the

protocol stacks. A base station, considered a master node of the network, periodically

transmits a synchronization packet to the sensor node. The sensor node, upon receiving a

synchronization packet, aligns its TDMA frame to that of the master node. This demon-

stration also illustrates the idea of communication vs. computation, as only ten bytes are

sent per packet for information on angles. A packet size and slot length can be adjusted for

this specific application to minimize the energy consumption and bandwidth utility.

4.4 Conclusion and Future Work
My thesis has demonstrated a design and implementation of a wireless network protocol

stack on µAMPS node prototypes. The design of the protocol stacks, although presented

separately for each layer, is in fact highly integrated and application-specific. The inte-

grated design framework reduces the overhead and allows some tasks to be operated

cross-layered, such as power-management. Packet and packet header design is another

example of the cross-layered design, as the header combines the MAC level information

such as the destination and source ID with the link level information such as encoding

options, reducing the packetizing and depacketizing process. 

The highlight of the DLC and MAC implementation is on its configurability. Different

transmit output power levels can be adjusted with ease and ECC algorithm is an option to

be declared in the packet header. The MAC implementation offers a convenient software

interface and the hardware internal registers that govern the timing and power control of

the TDMA schedule. In addition, a MAC reuse slot algorithm is proposed for bandwidth

and power efficiency, accomplished with the use of a variable transmit output power. The

analysis and the application demonstrations confirm the functionality and performance of

the network protocol stacks.
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Continuing research can go in several directions. First, one can improve the existing

link layer. As the resources are limited in the FPGA, an ASIC or a chip design are some of

the alternatives so that the architecture is optimized. If an ECC is not limited by the FPGA

resources, experimental data should be taken to verify the link performance with the coded

communication, which also demonstrates lower energy consumption.

At the MAC layer, a startup algorithm was designed for a distributed network with the

proposed slot reuse algorithm. Due to the limited number of nodes built, a network of

three or more have not yet been tested, although the hardware and software algorithm and

implementation is transparent and already in place. The existing implementation functions

with any network of up to 15 nodes.

The link layer and MAC design was implemented on the µAMPS-1 node to prove

functionality and for valuable power and performance measurements for real-time wire-

less networks. Through this analysis and study, we showed a proof of concept of a power-

aware baseband system for wireless sensor networking.
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